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The overall focus, scope, and purpose of this Special Issue on outdoor adventure is to
provide the current and anticipated future trends, oﬀer innovative ideas for new
programs, support decision making for managers to move plans and intentions into
action, inspire pioneering staﬀ training and leadership development, incite policy reviews
and revisions, promote resource (re)allocation where needed, and stimulate culture
shi s among outdoor leaders and managers. Furthermore, this Special Issue is situated
within the existing literature by depicting major trends in the field, exploring
organizational issues and successes, identifying gaps between research and practice,
and formulating solutions to some of the field’s most pressing challenges. Of particular
interest were manuscripts reporting the following: • Adventure education across diverse
cultures; • Innovative partnerships for experiential education outdoors; • Land
management agencies working with adventure education programs; • Leadership and/or
management issues and challenges; • Programming advances, participation trends; •
Recruitment and retention of diverse staﬀ, workforce enhancement; • Social
groups/identity and outdoor spaces (e.g., people of color and outdoor adventure;
women in the outdoors—where have we been, where are we going?; LGBTQ trends and
future directions; youth and outdoor adventure); • Socioeconomic factors and solutions; •
Technology influences and adventure education; • Working with schools/school districts
and being in sync with curriculum needs, supporting transportation challenges, etc.
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complement the digital version of your work with a high quality printed counterpart.

Open Access
Your scholarly work is accessible worldwide without any restrictions. All
authors retain the copyright for their work distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License.
Author Focus
Authors and editors profit from MDPI’s over two decades of experience in
open access publishing, our customized personal support throughout the
entire publication process, and competitive processing charges as well as
unique contributor discounts on book purchases.
High Quality & Rapid Publication
MDPI ensures a thorough review for all published items and provides a fast
publication procedure. State-of-the-art research and time-sensitive topics
are released with a minimum amount of delay.
High Visibility
Due to our global network and well-known channel partners, we ensure
maximum visibility and broad dissemination. Title information of books is
sent to international indexing databases and archives, such as the Directory
of Open Access Books (DOAB), the Verzeichnis lieferbarer Bücher (VLB).
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MDPI Books are available for purchase and to read online at any time. Our
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